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Measurements of nuclear spin-dependent parity-violating (NSD-PV) effects provide an excellent opportunity
to test nuclear models and to search for physics beyond the Standard Model. Molecules possess closely
spaced states with opposite parity which may be easily tuned to degeneracy to greatly enhance the observed
parity-violating effects. A high-sensitivity measurement of NSD-PV effects using light triatomic molecules is in
preparation [E. B. Norrgard et al., Commun. Phys. 2, 77 (2019)]. Importantly, by comparing these measurements
in light nuclei with prior and ongoing measurements in heavier systems, the contribution to NSD-PV from
Z0-boson exchange between the electrons and the nuclei may be separated from the contribution of the nuclear
anapole moment. Furthermore, light triatomic molecules offer the possibility to search for new particles, such
as the postulated Z ′ boson. In this work, we detail a sensitive measurement scheme and present high-accuracy
molecular and nuclear calculations needed for interpretation of NSD-PV experiments on triatomic molecules
composed of light elements, Be, Mg, N, and C. The ab initio nuclear structure calculations, performed within
the no-core shell model provide a reliable prediction of the magnitude of different contributions to the NSD-PV
effects in the four nuclei. These results differ significantly from the predictions of the standard single-particle
model and highlight the importance of including many-body effects in such calculations. In order to extract
the NSD-PV contributions from measurements, a parity-violating interaction parameter WPV, which depends
on the molecular structure, needs to be known with a high accuracy. We have calculated these parameters
for the triatomic molecules of interest using the relativistic coupled-cluster approach. In order to facilitate
the interpretation of future experiments we provide uncertainties on the calculated parameters. A scheme for
measurement using laser-cooled polyatomic molecules in a molecular fountain is presented, along with an
estimate of the expected sensitivity of such an experiment. This experimental scheme, combined with the
presented state-of-the-art calculations, opens exciting prospects for a measurement of the anapole moment and
the PV effects due to the electron-nucleon interactions with unprecedented accuracy and for a new path towards
detection of signatures of physics beyond the Standard Model.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.102.052828

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements and calculations of parity-violating effects
in atoms and molecules are important both for the verifica-
tion of the Standard Model (SM) and for the investigation
of phenomena that cannot be explained within this model,
such as the nature of dark matter and matter-antimatter asym-
metry. One of the candidates for the dark-matter particles is
a low-mass Z ′ boson [1–3]. The best limits on the parity-
violating interaction of this Z ′ boson with electrons, protons,
and neutrons were obtained from the data on atomic par-
ity violation [4]; in particular, information on its interaction
with nucleons was extracted from the measurements of the
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nuclear anapole moment of the 133Cs nucleus in Ref. [5].
The possibility to study the nuclear anapole moments in
additional systems, and thus to set further constraints on
this interaction, provides a major motivation for the current
work.

The notion of the anapole moment was introduced by
Zel’dovich in 1958 [6]. The nuclear anapole moment was
originally considered in Ref. [7] and calculated in Ref. [8]
for a number of heavy atoms. This work also proposed pos-
sible schemes to observe nuclear anapole-moment effects in
atomic and molecular experiments. Studies of the nuclear
anapole-moment effects can provide information about parity-
violating nuclear forces [7,8] and may be considered as a
test of nuclear theory and low-energy quantum chromody-
namics. The nuclear anapole moment rapidly increases with
the nucleon number A (as A2/3) and dominates the nuclear
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spin-dependent parity-violating (NSD-PV) effects in heavy
atoms [7,8].

In light atoms, additional parity-violating mechanisms be-
come important or even dominate. One such effect is the
exchange of the SM Z0 boson (or potential yet undiscovered
Z ′ bosons) between an electron and individual nucleons [9],
which remains poorly characterized despite the great strides
recently in electron-scattering experiments [10,11]. There-
fore, NSD-PV measurements in light nuclei are sensitive tests
of the SM and may be used to search for new particles such as
Z ′ bosons and particles contributing to electroweak radiative
corrections.

Compared with atoms, the NSD-PV effects are strongly
enhanced in molecules due to the close-lying states of oppo-
site parity [12–14]. The Stark interference technique, which
uses external fields to bring the rotational or hyperfine
levels with opposite parity into near-degeneracy, has been
widely employed in the search for these effects (see, e.g.,
Refs. [15–19]). A recent proposal identified linear triatomic
molecules as promising systems to measure NSD-PV ef-
fects [20]. A general feature of such molecules is that they
have closely spaced � doublets with opposite parity, allow-
ing parity-violation-sensitive pairs of levels to be brought
to degeneracy in magnetic fields typically two orders of
magnitude smaller than needed for the diatomic molecules.
Moreover, it is in principle possible to measure NSD-PV
effects in all three nuclei of these molecules, which would
allow the various underlying parity-violating effects to be
disentangled.

Light triatomic molecules are especially attractive can-
didates for precision measurements of NSD-PV effects. A
proper interpretation of an NSD-PV measurement relies on
accurate molecular and nuclear structure parameters. High-
accuracy theoretical determination of the molecular properties
becomes more computationally tractable for lighter systems,
and even more importantly, nuclear calculations are sig-
nificantly more accurate and more reliable than in heavy
elements. Here, we perform rigorous, high-accuracy calcu-
lations of the molecular and nuclear parameters required to
interpret NSD-PV measurements in molecules composed of
the light elements Be, C, N, and Mg. We find that the pa-
rameters characterizing the molecule-specific sensitivity are
in line with those of isoelectronic diatomic molecules [21,22],
as well as prior semiempirical estimates [20,23]. However, our
ab initio nuclear calculations find the nuclear anapole-moment
interactions to be much stronger (typically 2 to 4 times larger)
than predicted by a standard single-particle model [7,8,24],
while the NSD-PV effects attributed to Z0-boson exchange
are typically reduced. This highlights the necessity of in-
cluding many-body effects for correctly interpreting NSD-PV
measurements, even in light nuclear systems. Moreover, the
Be and Mg cyanide and isocyanide molecules considered
here have favorable laser-cooling and trapping properties,
which are essential to enabling high-sensitivity measurements
through long interaction times. We conclude by considering
the experimental sensitivity to NSD-PV effects of laser-cooled
molecules in free flight. Using realistic parameters, the sensi-
tivity of this method can exceed that of molecules in an optical
trap [20].

II. THEORY

The NSD-PV interaction with atomic or molecular elec-
trons can be defined by the effective Hamiltonian [8,14,25]

H eff
NSD-PV = κGF√

2

(
α · I

I

)
ρ(r), (1)

where GF is the Fermi weak interaction coupling constant, the
Dirac matrices α are defined in the usual way, I is the nuclear
spin, and ρ(r) is the nuclear density distribution function
normalized to 1.

In a given nucleus, various underlying electroweak interac-
tions contribute to the total NSD-PV effect: κ = κA + κax +
κhfs. In this section, we proceed by considering each of these
three terms in turn, then explore how to evaluate Eq. (1) in a
molecular system.

The effective coupling constant κA describes the strength of
the nuclear anapole-moment interaction. In a simple valence
nucleon model, κA takes the form [8,14]

κA = 9

10

αμi

mpr0
giA

2/3 K

I + 1

� 1.15×10−3giμiA
2/3 K

I + 1
, (2)

where α � 1/137 is the fine-structure constant, mp is the
proton mass, r0 � 1.2 fm is the scale of the nuclear radius,
μi (μp � 2.793 [26,27] for the proton, μn � −1.913 [26,27]
for the neutron) is the nucleon magnetic moment in nu-
clear magnetons, A is the mass number, and K = (I + 1/2)
(−1)I−�i+1/2, with li being the orbital angular momentum
(quantum number) of the external unpaired nucleon. The
anapole contribution also depends on the poorly known di-
mensionless constants gi (i = p, n), which characterize the
nucleon-nucleus weak potential. In Refs. [8,28] these con-
stants were expressed in terms of a meson-exchange model,
and in Ref. [29] the results based on different calculations of
meson-nucleon interactions are presented. Using the most re-
cent experimental data [30], the authors of Ref. [29] obtained
gp = 3.4 ± 0.8 and gn = 0.9 ± 0.6. In the following, we use
central points gp = 3.4 and gn = 0.9 for the single-particle
model estimates of the magnitude of the anapole moment.
We note that this updated estimate of gn has opposite sign
compared to the one used in earlier molecule NSD-PV con-
siderations [17,20]. One of the aims of the measurements of
NSD-PV effects is to extract reliable values of these constants.

The nuclear anapole moment of 133Cs was confirmed at a
7σ significance level by Wood et al., with the value of κA �
0.392 ± 0.056 [5]. A more accurate theoretical treatment per-
formed after the experiment obtained a similar value [28].
Further NSD-PV measurements in Cs with improved preci-
sion have been proposed [31,32], and additional experiments
have been designed to study the nuclear anapole-moment
effect in other atoms with unpaired nucleons, such as 137Ba
(using the BaF molecule) [17], 163Dy [33], 171Yb [34], and
212Fr [35].
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The second contribution, κax, is associated with the Z0-
exchange interaction between the electron vector and the
nucleon axial-vector currents (V eAN ) [9]. The magnitude of
κax within the nuclear shell model is [7]

κax = C2
1/2 − K

I + 1
, (3)

where C2 represents the V eAN coupling, which takes the value
C2 ≡ −C2p for a valence proton and C2 ≡ −C2n for a valence
neutron [25]. Here, C2p and C2n are given by

C2p = −C2n = gA(1 − 4 sin2 θW )/2 � 0.05, (4)

with gA � 1.26 [25] and sin2θW � 0.23 [36].
The PVDIS experiment [10] combined with the Cs PV

measurement [5] provides the best determination to date of
the linear combination 2C2u − C2d (u and d standing for up
and down quarks, respectively) with a 50% uncertainty, with
substantial improvement expected from the upcoming SoLID
experiment [11]. However, the determination of C2u and 2C2d

individually is limited by the orthogonal linear combination
C2u + 2C2d , which is presently known with several times
less precision. Measurements of NSD-PV in light molecule
systems are complimentary to the ongoing scattering-based
measurements because 9Be and 25Mg possess an unpaired
neutron, meaning that these nuclei are primarily sensitive to
C2n � −0.4C2u + 0.8C2d [37]. Combined with PVDIS and
SoLID, a precision NSD-PV measurement in one of the sys-
tems considered here would represent the first experimental
determination of C2u and C2d .

The third contribution, κhfs, originates in the nuclear-spin-
independent weak interaction combined with the hyperfine
interaction [24]. In the single-particle approximation, it is
given by [24,28]

κhfs = −1

3
QW

αμ

mpr0A1/3
� 2.5×10−4A2/3μ, (5)

where μ is the magnetic moment of the nucleus in units of
nuclear magnetons and QW is the nuclear weak charge. The
hyperfine interaction scales like A2/3, similarly to the anapole
interaction, but due to the small numerical prefactor it is
strongly suppressed.

Equations (2) and (3) estimate κA and κax, respectively, in
the single-particle (i.e., valence nucleon) limit. This model
ignores nucleon-nucleon interactions (apart from the parity-
violating effects) and is an especially rough approximation for
nuclei with partially filled shells. In Sec. III we use a more
sophisticated no-core shell model (NCSM) [38] to calculate
the anapole moments and κax of the 9Be, 13C, 14,15N, and 25Mg
nuclei.

We should note another NSD-PV effect produced by the
(tensor-type) interaction between the electrons and the nuclear
weak quadrupole moment. Measurements of these moments
will allow the first determination of the quadrupole moments
of the neutron distribution in nuclei and provide a test of
the theory of nuclear forces with applications to nuclei and
neutron stars [39–41]. As with other NSD-PV effects, the
effect of the nuclear weak quadruple moment is expected to
be enhanced in certain systems [42].

Equation (1) can be rewritten for the 2�1/2 and 2	1/2

electronic states [14,17] as

H eff
NSD-PV = κWPV(n̂ × Seff ) · I/I, (6)

where n̂ is the unit vector pointing from the heavier to the
lighter nucleus along the internuclear axis, and Seff is the
effective spin of the valence electron. In order to precisely
determine the effective coupling constant κ from experiments,
the parameter WPV needs to be known with a high accuracy.
This parameter depends on the electronic structure and is
specific to the given atom or molecule and to the electronic
state. It is defined by the matrix element between two different
|
〉 states [43],

WPV ≡ GF√
2

〈
+1

2

∣∣∣∣ ρ(r)α+

∣∣∣∣−1

2

〉
, (7)

with

α+ = αx + iαy =
(

0 σx

σx 0

)
+ i

(
0 σy

σy 0

)
, (8)

where σx and σy are the Pauli matrices and ρ(r) is the nu-
clear density distribution function, which is assumed to have
a Gaussian shape. WPV cannot be measured and has to be
provided by sophisticated molecular calculations.

We use the relativistic coupled-cluster approach to deter-
mine the WPV coupling constants of the BeNC, BeCN, MgNC,
and MgCN molecules with the highest possible accuracy;
these results are presented in Sec. IV. This approach is con-
sidered to be one of the most powerful and accurate methods
for computational investigation of atomic and molecular prop-
erties. In the context of the NSD-PV it was previously applied
to RaF [43], HgH [44], and BaF [22]. An advantage of this
method is the possibility of setting uncertainty estimates on
the obtained results, which we also do in the present work. To
the best of our knowledge, no prior numerical investigations
of the sensitivity of the above systems to the NSD-PV effects
are available.

III. NO-CORE SHELL-MODEL
NUCLEAR CALCULATIONS

In the NCSM, nuclei are considered to be systems of A
nonrelativistic pointlike nucleons interacting via realistic two-
and three-body interactions. Each nucleon is an active degree
of freedom and the translational invariance of observables,
the angular momentum, and the parity of the nucleus are
conserved. The many-body wave function is expanded over
a basis of antisymmetric A-nucleon harmonic oscillator (HO)
states. The basis contains up to Nmax HO excitations above
the lowest possible Pauli configuration and depends on an
additional parameter 
, the frequency of the HO well.

The only input for the present NCSM calculations was
the Hamiltonian from Ref. [45] consisting of chiral nucleon-
nucleon (NN) interaction obtained at the fourth order of chiral
perturbation expansion (N3LO) [46] and chiral three-nucleon
(3N) interaction at the N2LO order, denoted NN N3LO +
3N(lnl). For a more efficient convergence, the Hamiltonian
was renormalized by the similarity-renormalization-group
(SRG) unitary transformation [47,48] with the evolution pa-
rameter λSRG = 2 fm−1. For 9Be, the largest basis space we
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were able to reach was Nmax = 9, while for the other p-shell
nuclei we calculated up to Nmax = 7 using the importance
truncation [49,50] for Nmax=7. The 25Mg is on the borderline
of NCSM applicability. Only calculations up to Nmax=3 were
performed using importance truncation for Nmax=3. The m-
scheme dimensions of the largest basis spaces were of the
order of 108. The HO frequency of h̄
=20 MeV, optimized
in Ref. [45] was used.

The natural (i.e., ground-state) parity eigenstates are
obtained in the even Nmax spaces; the unnatural parity eigen-
states, in the odd Nmax spaces. The parity-nonconserving
(PNC) NN interaction admixes the unnatural parity states in
the ground state,

|ψgs I〉 = |ψgs Iπ 〉 +
∑

j

|ψ j I−π 〉

× 1

Egs − Ej
〈ψ j I−π |V PNC

NN |ψgs Iπ 〉, (9)

which then gives rise to the anapole moment. We used
the Desplanques, Donoghue, and Holstein (DDH) PNC NN
interaction from Ref. [51] with their recommended param-
eter values except for the fπ ≡ h1

π=2.6 × 10−7, taken from
Ref. [30]. In the NCSM, when the |ψgs Iπ 〉 is calculated in
Nmax space, the corresponding unnatural parity states appear-
ing in Eq. (9) are obtained in Nmax+1 space. It is not necessary
to compute many excited unnatural parity states as Eq. (9)
suggests. Rather, first, we solve the standard Schrödinger
equation using the Hamiltonian H consisting of the kinetic
term and the NN N3LO+3N(lnl) interaction and obtain the
|ψgsIπ 〉 wave function, and second, we invert the generalized
Schrödinger equation with an inhomogeneous term,

(Egs − H )|ψgs I〉 = V PNC
NN |ψgs Iπ 〉, (10)

to obtain the unnatural parity admixture in the ground state.
The inversion is performed by the Lanczos continued fraction
method [52–54].

In the presented calculations, we use the spin part of the
anapole operator

as = πe

m

A∑
i=1

μi(ri × σ i ) , (11)

which gives the dominant contribution to the anapole mo-
ment [28]. In Eq. (11), m is the nucleon mass and μi is
the nucleon magnetic moment in units of nuclear magnetons,
i.e., μi=μp(1/2+tz,i ) + μn(1/2−tz,i ) with tz,i=1/2 (−1/2)
for proton (neutron). The relationship between κA and as is
given by

κA =
√

2e

GF
as, (12)

with

as = 〈ψgs I Iz=I|a(1)
s,0|ψgs I Iz=I〉. (13)

Using Eqs. (9), (11), (12), and (13) we calculate the
anapole moment similarly to Ref. [55] and find for the dimen-

TABLE I. Magnetic moments (in units of nuclear magneton)
[27,57–61], anapole-moment coupling constants, spin operator ma-
trix elements, and κax coupling constants for 9Be, 13C, 14,15N, and
25Mg obtained within the NCSM. The results obtained using the
single-particle model are also shown, along with the valence particle
(V.p.) and the valence orbital (V.o.) for each nucleus.

9Be 13C 14N 15N 25Mg

Iπ 3/2− 1/2− 1+ 1/2− 5/2+

μexp. −1.177a 0.702b 0.404c −0.283d −0.855e

NCSM calculations
μ −1.05 0.44 0.37 −0.25 −0.50
κA 0.016 −0.028 0.036 0.088 0.035
〈sp,z〉 0.009 −0.049 −0.183 −0.148 0.06
〈sn,z〉 0.360 −0.141 −0.1815 0.004 0.30
κax 0.035 −0.009 0.0002 0.015 0.024
κ 0.050 −0.037 0.037 0.103 0.057

Single-particle model calculations
V.p. n n n, p p n
V.o. p3/2 p1/2 p1/2 p1/2 d5/2

K −2 1 1 1 −3
κA 0.007 −0.007 0.035 0.044 0.014
κax 0.050 −0.017 0.0 0.017 0.050
κhfs −0.001 0.001 0.0006 −0.0004 −0.002
κ 0.056 −0.023 0.036 0.060 0.062

aReferences [27] and [57].
bReferences [27] and [58].
cReferences [27] and [59].
dReferences [27] and [60].
eReferences [27] and [61].

sionless coupling constant κA

κA = −i4π
e2

GF

h̄

mc

(II10|II )√
2I + 1

×
∑

j

〈ψgs Iπ ||
√

4π/3
A∑

i=1

μiri[Y1(r̂i)σi]
(1)||ψ j I−π 〉

× 1

Egs − Ej
〈ψ j I−π |V PNC

NN |ψgs Iπ 〉, (14)

where (II10|II )=I/
√

I (I + 1).
We have also performed NCSM calculations for the ma-

trix elements of the spin operators that serve as input for
the calculation of the coupling constant κax= − 2C2p〈sp,z〉 −
2C2n〈sn,z〉� − 0.1〈sp,z〉+0.1〈sn,z〉. The spin operator matrix
elements are defined as

〈sν,z〉≡〈ψgs Iπ Iz=I|sν,z|ψgs Iπ Iz=I〉, (15)

with ν=p, n.
Our results for the anapole-moment coupling constants κA

and κax in 9Be, 13C, 14,15N, and 25Mg are summarized in
Table I. Overall, the basis size convergence of the results is
quite reasonable, as shown in Fig. 1, presenting the depen-
dence of the κA of 9Be on the NCSM basis size characterized
by Nmax. We can thus evaluate the uncertainties due to the
basis size convergence at about 10% (25% for 25Mg). The
other sources of uncertainty are renormalization and incom-
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1 3 5 7 9 11
N

max

0

0.005

0.01

0.015

0.02

0.025

0.03

A

NCSM 
SP model

9
Be

FIG. 1. Dependence of the anapole-moment coupling constant
κA for 9Be on the size of the NCSM basis characterized by Nmax.
The dashed line represents κA obtained in the single-particle model.

pleteness of the transition operators and the uncertainties due
to the description of nuclear and the parity-violating forces.

In Table I, we also present NCSM results for magnetic mo-
ments, where we can compare our results with experimental
values. Overall, we find a qualitative agreement with exper-
iment with some underestimation of absolute values. This is
not surprising, since the present calculations included only the
one-body M1 operator. It is well established that two-body
currents contribute nonnegligibly to M1 matrix elements in
light nuclei [56]. While the dominant sources of uncertainty
are different for the calculated dipole moments and the NSD-
PV parameters, we can still use the deviation of the former
from experiment as a rough estimate of the accuracy of the
calculations of the latter.

Table I also contains the single-particle model estimates
of the different contributions to the NSD-PV constant κ =
κA + κax + κhfs obtained using Eqs. (2)–(5) for the nuclei in
the molecules considered in the present work. Note that the
14N nucleus contains a valence proton and a valence neutron,
both in the p1/2 orbital with K = 1. The nuclear magnetic
moment μ � 0.404 is given, to a good accuracy, by the sum
of the magnetic moments of 13C (with a valence p1/2 neutron)
and 15N (with a valence p1/2 proton). Therefore, we took the
sum of the valence proton and neutron contributions for the
other constants.

The NCSM κA results are higher in absolute value than the
single-particle model ones by a factor of 2–4, except for 14N.
The largest differences are found in the midshell nuclei 9Be,
13C, and 25Mg, for which the single-particle model has limited
applicability. The 14N anapole moment is proportional to the
sum of the 15N and 13C anapole moments that have opposite
signs, and consequently it is particularly sensitive to the V PNC

NN
parametrization and other computational details. The NCSM
κax results are close to those with the single-particle model
for 13C and 15N, while they differ more substantially for the
midshell 9Be and 25Mg. For 14N, κax � 0 as 〈sp,z〉 � 〈sn,z〉.

The results obtained within the single-particle model pre-
dict that the Z0-boson exchange constant κax dominates for
light nuclei containing a valence neutron, that is, 25Mg, 13C,

and 9Be are significantly more sensitive to κax, while in 14N
and 15N nuclei the anapole-moment effect dominates. How-
ever, a different picture emerges from the NCSM calculations:
κax still dominates in 9Be, while 14N and 15N are more
sensitive to the anapole moments, and 25Mg and 13C have
roughly the same sensitivities to the two effects. Furthermore,
within the single-particle model, the total NSD-PV effect is
roughly equivalent in 9Be, 15N, and 25Mg, while the NCSM
calculations predict a significantly larger total κ in 15N. This
difference highlights the importance of using sophisticated
computational methods beyond the single-particle model.

The presented NCSM calculations of the anapole mo-
ments of light nuclei can be improved in several ways. First,
higher-order terms in the anapole-moment operator includ-
ing two-body current contributions [62] should be included.
Second, both the anapole-moment operator and the PNC NN
interaction should be SRG renormalized consistently with the
nuclear chiral Hamiltonian. The technical capability to do
this in the NCSM has been developed [63] and the renor-
malization calculations are under way. We anticipate that the
SRG renormalization will reduce the κA in absolute value.
At the same time, we note that the calculated Egs energies
in Eqs. (9) and (14) could be phenomenologically corrected
so that the excitation energies of the lowest unnatural parity
states match the experimental values. This would enhance
the absolute values of κA. This correction was not applied
here to compensate to some extent for the lack of the SRG
renormalization. One should also explore the sensitivity of
the results to the form of the PNC interaction by applying
the recently derived chiral PV nuclear forces [64]. Given the
good basis size convergence of both κA and κax found in the
present calculations, we can be optimistic that uncertainties of
nuclear calculations for light nuclei can be reduced to ∼10%
once the above improvements are implemented. The NCSM
used here, as well as the valence-space in-medium similarity
renormalization group (VS IM-SRG), is a suitable treatment
for nuclei with partially filled shells, but current state-of-the-
art multishell calculations (required for anapole moments) are
limited to systems up to about Mg [65].

Many heavy nuclei are currently targets of NSD-PV mea-
surements. While the single-particle model is appropriate for
a nucleus with a single nucleon or hole outside a closed
shell, such as 133Cs [5] or 137Ba [18], our work highlights
the importance of extending our computational framework to
model heavy nuclei with partially filled shells, such as 163Dy
[33], 171Yb [34], and 212Fr [35].

IV. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS
OF THE WPV COUPLING CONSTANTS

The main factors that determine the quality of a calculation
of any molecular property are the treatment of relativity and
electron correlation and the choice of the basis set. For high-
accuracy determination of the WPV parameters, relativistic
effects should be incorporated into the calculations and cor-
relation should be treated within a state-of-the-art approach.
Furthermore, high-quality basis sets should be used to provide
a good description of the electronic wave functions, especially
in the region near the nuclei.
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TABLE II. Number of functions (by symmetry) in the basis sets
employed in the calculations.

Basis set s p d f g

dyall.v4z 19 10 6 4 1

Be s-aug-dyall.v4za 20 11 7 5 2
v4z + 4tpb 19 14 6 4 1
dyall.cv4z 19 10 6 4 1

dyall.v4z 18 10 3 2 1

C s-aug-dyall.v4za 19 11 4 3 2
v4z + 3ts + 4tpb 21 14 3 2 1
dyall.cv4z 18 10 5 3 1

dyall.v4z 18 10 3 2 1

N s-aug-dyall.v4za 19 11 4 3 2
v4z + 3ts + 4tpb 21 14 3 2 1
dyall.cv4z 18 10 5 3 1

dyall.v4z 25 15 7 5 3

Mg s-aug-dyall.v4za 26 16 8 6 4
v4z + 4tpb 25 19 7 5 3
dyall.cv4z 25 15 9 6 3

aDyall.v4z basis sets augmented with diffuse functions.
bDyall.v4z basis sets augmented with tight functions.

In this work, the calculations are performed using the de-
veloper’s version of the DIRAC program package [66], within
the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian,

H0 =
∑

i

[cαi · pi + βimec2 + V (ri )] +
∑
i< j

e2

ri j
. (16)

The Coulomb potential V (ri ) takes into account the finite size
of the nuclei, modeled by Gaussian charge distributions [67].

In order to investigate the impact of treatment of the
electron correlation on the calculated WPV parameters,
we compare the open-shell single determinant average-
of-configuration Dirac-Hartree-Fock [68] and the single-
reference relativistic coupled-cluster method with single and
double excitations (CCSD) and augmented with perturbative
triple excitations [CCSD(T)] [69].

We employ Dyall’s relativistic basis sets [70,71] of varying
quality to examine the basis-set size effects on the calculated
WPV parameters. We also augment these basis sets manually
with specific functions needed for improving the quality of
the calculations (in particular, for description of the nuclear
region). The number of functions comprising the various basis
sets used in this work is given in Table II.

The first step in our study is to establish the equilibrium
geometries of the molecules (only that of MgNC is available
from experiment [72]). We thus perform molecular geometry
optimizations, using the relativistic CCSD(T) approach and
the dyall.v4z basis sets, augmented with one extra diffuse
function for each symmetry (s-aug-dyall.v4z). The calculated
equilibrium bond lengths together with the results from the
previous studies for BeNC, BeCN, MgNC, and MgNC are
summarized in Table III.

Our results are in good agreement with the experimen-
tal geometry of the MgNC molecule, and with the earlier
CCSD(T) results (obtained with somewhat smaller basis
sets), lending credence to our predictions for the rest of the

TABLE III. Equilibrium bond lengths of BeNC, BeCN, MgNC,
and MgCN (Å).

R1
a R2

b Method Ref.

BeNC 1.528 1.181 CCSD(T) This work
1.54 1.19 DFT [73]

BeCN 1.668 1.164 CCSD(T) This work
1.67 1.17 DFT [73]

MgNC 1.931 1.179 CCSD(T) This work
1.925 1.169 Exp. [72]
1.947 1.181 CCSD(T) [74]

MgCN 2.069 1.166 CCSD(T) This work
2.074 1.168 CCSD(T) [74]

aEquilibrium distance between the first and the second atoms.
bEquilibrium distance between the second and the third atoms.

molecules, where experimental data are lacking. For BeNC
and BeCN, the only previous study was performed within the
density-functional theory approach [73] and these results also
agree well with the current predictions. It is noteworthy that
equilibrium bond lengths between the first and the second
atoms (R1) in isocyanides are shorter than those in cyanides
due to the higher electronegativity of nitrogen compared to
carbon.

The calculations of the WPV parameters are carried out
within the framework of the finite-field approach [75,76],
where the NSD-PV interaction is added as a perturbation.
In this approach, the total Hamiltonian includes the usual
unperturbed term defined in Eq. (16) and a perturbative term
arising from Eq. (7),

H (λN ) = H0 + GF√
2
λNρ(rN )α+, (17)

where λN is a small perturbation parameter describing the
strength of the effective NSD-PV effect for the nucleus N and
ρ(rN ) is the nuclear density distribution function of the cor-
responding nucleus. For triatomic molecules there are three
WPV values (one for each nucleus). Since the perturbation
parameters λN are small, the total energy can be expanded
around λN = 0. We then obtain

E (λN ) = E (0) + λN
∂E (λN )

∂λN

∣∣∣∣
λN →0

+ · · · . (18)

Combining Eq. (18) with Eqs. (7) and (17) and invoking
the Hellmann-Feynman theorem we get

WPV(N ) ≡ ∂E (λN )

∂λN

∣∣∣∣
λN →0

. (19)

In order to obtain good linearity in the energy dependence
on λN , so that the higher-order terms can be ignored while not
losing the total energy shift within the precision of the cal-
culation, selection of the optimal field strength is important.
Since the effects tend to be small for light nuclei, we use fields
of 10−5 a.u. for Be and C and smaller fields of 10−6 a.u. for
Mg and N. Moreover, we require the energy convergence of
the coupled-cluster iterations to be 10−12 a.u. In practice, we
obtain the WPV parameters numerically using 3 points. This is
done separately for each nucleus.

Using the optimized molecular geometries and the finite-
field approach, we performed calculations of the WPV
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TABLE IV. WPV parameters (Hz), calculated at the equilibrium
geometry and using the optimized basis sets (see text for further
details).

Molecule Nucleus DHF CCSD CCSD(T)

Be 0.402 0.498 0.498
BeNC N 0.169 0.331 0.340

C 0.006 0.005 0.004

Be 0.440 0.542 0.540
BeCN C 0.124 0.269 0.278

N 0.017 0.029 0.030

Mg 4.016 5.298 5.297
MgNC N 0.191 0.443 0.454

C 0.012 0.015 0.014

Mg 4.022 5.310 5.310
MgNCa N 0.191 0.457 0.469

C 0.012 0.015 0.014

Mg 4.099 5.430 5.419
MgCN C 0.143 0.363 0.375

N 0.029 0.063 0.064

aResults obtained using experimental geometry, Ref. [72].

parameters. The basis-set tests we have carried out show that
in terms of basis-set quality, the results tend to be converged
at the v4z level. Switching to the core valence, cv4z basis sets,
which include two extra d-type tight (high-exponent) func-
tions and one extra f-type tight function, change the calculated
WPV of the metal atoms by less than 0.1%. Furthermore, the
addition of diffuse functions (using the singly augmented v4z
basis, s-aug-v4z) has very little effect on the results, less
than 0.5% in all cases. On the other hand, we found that the
calculated constants are sensitive to the presence of tight s
and p functions, as was also observed in our previous works
[21,22,77]. This is due to the fact that such functions improve
the description of the electronic wave function in the nuclear
region. We have added tight s and p functions (designated ts
and tp) to the standard v4z basis sets; the convergence with
respect to the added tight functions was quite slow, and we
thus stopped adding these at the point where the differences
in the obtained WPV began to oscillate. The final basis sets are
v4z + 4tp for Be and Mg and v4z + 3ts + 4tp for C and N (see
Table II). The WPV parameters calculated at the equilibrium
bond lengths and using the optimized basis sets are presented
in Table IV. For the coupled-cluster calculations, a virtual-
space cutoff of 200 a.u. was used.

For the metal atoms, the electron correlation contributes
approximately 20% to the WPV values, while the effect of the
triple excitations is negligible. As expected, the WPV values for
Mg are larger than those for Be, in keeping with the predicted
scaling of the effect roughly as Z2 for light elements [24].
Furthermore, the ligand structure (cyanide vs isocyanide com-
pounds) has a negligible effect on the WPV of the metal atoms;
the results obtained here are also in good agreement with those
for the diatomic BeF and MgF compounds investigated in our
earlier work [22]. From Eq. (7), the WPV parameter depends
on the overlap of the wave function of the unpaired electron
with the nucleus. Our results are consistent with the unpaired
electron being largely centered on the metal atom in all the

TABLE V. Summary of the main sources of theoretical uncer-
tainty in the calculated WPV parameters of Be, C, and N in BeNC,
given as a percentage with respect to the final result.

Error source Be N C

Basis quality 6.18 2.79 1.11
Higher l functions 0.02 0.01 1.15
Basis augmentations

Tight functions 1.05 5.03 4.78
Diffuse functions 0.01 0.07 0.06

Correlation
Virtual-space cutoff 0.20 0.54 0.08
Residual triples and
higher excitations 0.06 0.47 3.77

Relativity 0.06 0.06 0.26
Geometry 0.35 4.84 5.25

Total (%) 6.29 7.56 8.20
Total (Hz) 0.0313 0.0257 0.0003

species considered here. This property is also an identifying
feature of laser coolable molecules: an unpaired electron that
is highly centered on a single atom in both the ground and
the excited electronic states allows for optical cycling with
minimal vibrational branching [20]. The observation that WPV

is significantly reduced for the third atom in all cases is again
the result of the unpaired electron being centered on the metal
atom. For example, in BeCN, WPV(Be) (about 0.54 Hz) is
nearly 20 times larger than WPV(N) (about 0.03 Hz), despite
N being the heaviest nucleus in this molecule.

The correlation effects play a larger role for the WPV pa-
rameters of carbon and nitrogen and contribute up to 50% of
their total values; furthermore, the contribution of the triple
excitations is of the order of 2%–10%. This is due to the fact
that the molecular bonding effects become important for the
sensitivity of the ligand to the NSD-PV phenomena, and high-
quality treatment of electron correlation is needed to capture
these effects.

The WPV values are used to interpret the experimental re-
sults. Therefore, it is important to estimate their uncertainty,
which we do through a comprehensive investigation of the ef-
fect of the various computational parameters on the calculated
WPV. The main remaining sources of uncertainty [for a rela-
tivistic CCSD(T) calculations with the optimized basis sets]
are the remaining basis-set incompleteness, the neglect of the
relativistic effects beyond the DC Hamiltonian, the neglect
of the higher excitations (beyond perturbative triples), and
the effect of the virtual-space cutoff in the correlation treat-
ment. We address each of these separately by investigating the
BeNC molecule; the different contributions are summarized in
Table V for each of the atoms.

The effect of the basis-set quality is evaluated by taking
the difference between the results obtained with the v4z and
the v3z basis sets, on the assumption that the residual basis
set incompleteness should be smaller than this difference. The
effect of lacking tight high-angular-momentum functions is
extracted from comparison of a v4z basis-set calculation with
a cv4z-basis one. We then consider the effect of augmentation
of the basis set by comparison with the s-aug-v4z for the
diffuse functions. For the tight functions, we use as estimate
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the change in the result upon removing one tight s and one
tight p function from the optimized basis set.

In order to test the effect of the virtual-space cutoff we
performed the calculations with a higher cutoff of 340 a.u
(which includes an additional set of virtual orbitals in relation
to the original cutoff) and took the difference between these
results and those obtained with a cutoff of 200 a.u. as the
corresponding uncertainty. The contribution of perturbative
triple excitations is quite small, in all the cases. To estimate
the error due to the neglect of full triple and higher-order
excitations, we follow the scheme introduced in Ref. [22] and
use the spread in the values obtained with different schemes of
inclusion of the triple excitations, namely, we take twice the
difference between the CCSD + T and the CCSD − T values.

We use twice the size of the Gaunt contribution [78], cal-
culated at the SCF level, to estimate the uncertainties due to
the neglect of the Breit interaction and the QED effects. This
contribution is extremely small for the three atoms, due to
their low atomic number.

The remaining source of error is due to the molecular
geometry. For MgCN, BeCN, and BeNC we calculate the
WPV values at optimized equilibrium geometries; such opti-
mization carries a certain error. We can evaluate the resulting
uncertainty by comparing the results obtained with the opti-
mized and the experimental geometries in MgNC (Table IV).
We take the difference between these values multiplied by
1.5 as a conservative estimate of the uncertainty due to the
possible errors in the molecular geometry. Assuming MgNC
and the rest of the systems to be structurally similar, we use
the same uncertainty in percentage for the four molecules.

Since we are dealing with higher-order effects, we assume
the different sources of error to be largely independent and,
thus, obtain the total errors using the quadratic sum (Table V).
The total relative uncertainties are smallest for the metal and
largest for the outer ligand. The weight of the contributions
of the different sources of uncertainty is also different for
the three atoms (Fig. 2). These differences reflect the position
of the atom in the molecule and the effects of the electronic
structure and bonding. For the three atoms, the contribution of
the basis set effects to the uncertainty is the largest. However,
while this is clearly the dominating contribution in the case
of Be, for the middle atom the uncertainty in the geometry
also plays an important role. For carbon, these two sources of
uncertainty are augmented by that stemming from the neglect
of the higher-order excitations, due to the higher sensitivity of
the outer ligand to correlation effects.

TABLE VI. Recommended values of the WPV parameters (Hz)
with corresponding uncertainties.

Atom 1

Mol. Be Mg Atom 2 Atom 3

BeNC 0.50 – 0.34 0.004
BeCN 0.54 – 0.28 0.030
MgNC – 5.3 0.45 0.014
MgNCa – 5.3 0.47 0.014
MgCN – 5.4 0.37 0.064

Uncertainty (%) 6.3 4.9 7.6 8.2

aResults obtained using experimental geometry [72].

FIG. 2. Theoretical uncertainties in the calculated WPV parame-
ters of Be, N, and C in BeNC, given as percentages with respect to
the final result. The lower panel presents a detailed breakdown of
various sources of uncertainty.

We use the results of the investigation on BeNC to assign
uncertainties to the WPV values of Be, N, and C in the rest of
the systems. However, we see that both the absolute WPV and
the uncertainties are determined by the position of the atom
in the molecule, rather than by its atomic number. We thus
base the uncertainty evaluation on the position: for example,
to evaluate the uncertainty of the calculated WPV of N (the
outer ligand) in BeCN, we use the estimate of the uncertainty
of C in BeNC, where C had an outer position. The uncertainty
for Mg was obtained in a separate study on MgNC.

Table VI contains the final recommended WPV obtained at
the CCSD(T) level of theory, along with the corresponding
uncertainties.

V. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Testing the SM NSD-PV effects in light nuclei calculated
in Secs. III and IV requires high-sensitivity measurements of
the effective NSD-PV Hamiltonian [Eq. (6)] matrix elements
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iW . A shot-noise-limited measurement of iW has uncertainty
δW = 1/τ

√
RNT , where τ is the interaction time of a sin-

gle measurement, R is the repetition rate, N the number of
trapped molecules per measurement, and T the total measure-
ment time. Reference [20] details a Stark interference scheme
[17–19] for measuring NSD-PV in polyatomic molecules in
an optical dipole trap. There, it is expected that differential AC
Stark shifts from the trapping laser limit τ � 2 ms. Assuming
R = 10 s−1 and N = 1000 molecules, the expected statistical
uncertainty is δW ∼ 2π × 1 Hz/

√
Hz.

Here we consider an alternative measurement scheme
based on the Stark interference of laser-cooled molecules in
free flight with the potential for even greater sensitivity. We
begin by reviewing in brief the Stark interference method to
highlight the increased sensitivity when measuring NSD-PV
between nearly degenerate opposite-parity states. Next, we
use 25MgNC as an example to show that the first excited
bending mode of linear polyatomic molecules may have sev-
eral parity-violation-sensitive state pairs which are tunable to
near-degeneracy with low (�100-G) magnetic fields. We con-
clude this section by estimating the free-flight measurement
scheme’s sensitivity to NSD-PV and consider likely leading
broadening mechanisms and systematic effects.

A. Stark interference

Because the effective NSD-PV Hamiltonian, Eq. (6), is
a pseudoscalar interaction, it connects opposite-parity states
with the same total angular momentum projection mF . The
NSD-PV signal may be measured by the Stark interference
between two such states [15–17,79]. Denoting the time-
dependent probability amplitudes of these states c±(t ), and
assuming an initial state c−(0) = 1, c+(0) = 0, the system
evolves in the presence of an oscillating electric field E =
E0 cos(ωEt )ẑ. The effective Hamiltonian H eff

± for the two-level
system is [79]

H eff
± =

(
� d E0 cos(ωE t ) + i W

d E0 cos(ωE t ) − i W −α′ E0
2 cos2(ωE t )/2

)
.

(20)

Here � is the energy difference of the opposite-parity states,
d is the transition dipole moment, α′ is the differential po-
larizability of the two states, and iW is the matrix element
of Eq. (6) we wish to measure. In the limit where W 

d E0,� 
 ωE , and α′ = 0, the PV signal S = |c+(t )|2 is

S � 4

[
2

W

�

d E0

ωE
+

(
d E0

ωE

)2]
sin2

(
� t

2

)
. (21)

The first term in brackets in Eq. (21) is the combined PV
and electric dipole transition probability. This term changes
sign under a reversal of either E or �. The PV matrix element
iW may be extracted through an asymmetry measurement
[17],

A = S(+E0) − S(−E0)

S(+E0) + S(−E0)
= 2

W

�

ωE

d E0
+ · · · , (22)

where the ellipsis denotes higher-order terms in W/�.

TABLE VII. Estimated spectroscopic parameters for the
|X 2�, (v1, v

�
2, v3) = (0110), N = 1〉 state of 25MgNC.

Parameter Value (MHz) State of measurement Ref.

B 6046.887 X 2�, (0110) [82]
γ 15.3 X 2�, (0110) [82]
b(25Mg) −298 X 2�, (0000) [72]
c(25Mg) 14.72 X 2�, (0000) [72]
qv=2 27.3863 X 2�, (0110) [82]
eq0Q(25Mg) −19.5 X 2�, (0000) [72]
eq2Q(25Mg) 40 Estimate

B. Example: Parity-violation-sensitive level crossings in MgNC

From Eq. (22), it is clear that the parity-violating asymme-
try A is enhanced for small detuning �. In linear triatomic
molecules, � can approach 0 for parity-violation-sensitive
pairs of levels via Zeeman tuning with the modest magnetic
field B � 100 G (1 G = 10−4 T). Of the four molecu-
lar species considered here, MgNC has the most complete
spectroscopy (Table VII). The energy of the 25MgNC mea-
surement state [the |X 2�; (v1v

�
2v3) = (0110), N = 1〉 state] is

plotted as a function of the magnetic field B in Fig. 3, with
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F=2,P=+
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}

}

FIG. 3. Examples of parity-violation-sensitive pair crossings
in linear molecules. Energy of MgNC |X 2�; (v1v

�
2v3) =

(0110), N = 1〉 spin-rotation and hyperfine Zeeman sublevels
as a function of the magnetic field B. Solid (dashed) lines have
parity P = +1 (P = −1). Crossings of parity-violation-sensitive
pairs are circled. Gray lines correspond to states which do not
have a parity-violation-sensitive crossing in this range of magnetic
field. Other colors correspond to states with a particular value of
the total angular momentum project mF (see the legend). Note that
|N = 1, G = 3, F = 3, 4, P〉 are nearly degenerate when B = 0.
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FIG. 4. Potential nuclear spin-dependent parity-violation measurement scheme. Left: Laser-cooled triatomic molecules are prepared in
the first bending mode to access the �-doublet structure and are launched upward into an interaction region to form a molecule fountain.
The oscillating electric field E drives electric dipole transitions between states of opposite parity. The magnetic field B tunes to degeneracy
a particular pair of opposite-parity states |ψ±〉 to enhance their interaction via the effective parity-violating Hamiltonian H eff

NSD-PV. Population
transfer from the initial state to the degenerate opposite-parity state is read out by laser spectroscopy after molecules fall back out of the
interaction region. Right: Stark interference: State transfer (orange) is parity dependent due to the combined NSD-PV interactions (wavy line)
and electric dipole interaction interfering constructively or destructively depending on the relative orientations of the electron spin, nuclear
spin, and molecule axis.

some simplifications and approximations discussed below.
Well over a dozen points are circled in Fig. 3, identify-
ing crossings of states which interact via Eq. (6) in modest
magnetic fields B � 100 G. Energies are calculated by di-
agonalizing the Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), from Ref. [20] using
the measured spin-rotation and hyperfine constants presented
in Table VII. Here, B is the rotational constant, γ is the
spin-rotation constant, b and c are the Frosch and Foley hy-
perfine parameters, qv=2 is the �-doubling constant, and eq0Q
and eq2Q are electric quadrupole constants [80,81]. Because
b � γ , this state is best approximated by Hund’s case (bβS ) in
the field-free case. The states in Fig. 3 are labeled according
to the angular momentum coupling scheme I + S = G, G +
N = F. Here I is the Mg nuclear spin (I = 5/2), S is the
total electron spin (S = 1/2), N is the rotational plus orbital
angular momentum, and F is the total angular momentum
[80].

In Fig. 3, the small hyperfine structure due to N and C is
neglected [83]. Inclusion of additional nuclear spins increases
the number of states by a factor of the spin multiplicity and,
in many cases, leads to additional level crossings. For a 2	

vibronic state, as is the case for the measurement state, the
T2

2(eqQ) component of the 25Mg electric quadrupole hyperfine
constant eq2Q must be included [81]. This parameter appears
not to have been measured yet but is typically of opposite sign
and larger in magnitude than the parameter eq0Q [80]. We
use eq2Q = 40 MHz as a crude estimate. Varying the value of
eq2Q = 0 MHz to 100 MHz in our calculation is found not to
change the general features of Fig. 3, but only the values of
B at which levels cross. The hyperfine parameters taken from
Ref. [83] were measured in the (v1v

�
2v3) = (0000) vibrational

state but, due to the ionic nature of the Mg-N bond, should
not change substantially when excited to the first bending
mode. Finally, the parameters listed in Table VII result in the

levels |N = 1, G = 3, F = 3, 4, P〉 being nearly degenerate
(∼1-MHz spacing) in the field-free case; this is insubstantial
for the NSD-PV measurement but is noted for clarity in Fig. 3.

C. Free-flight method

In the free-flight method, laser-cooled molecules may be
launched upward into an interaction region (e.g., via Stark
acceleration [84] or white light pushing laser beams [85])
to form a molecule fountain as illustrated in Fig. 4 or, more
simply, released to drop through an interaction region. Once
in free flight, molecules are efficiently prepared in a particu-
lar Zeeman sublevel of the |X 2�; (v1v

�
2v3) = (0110), N = 1〉

manifold via stimulated Raman adiabatic passage [86] in or-
der to access the �-doublet structure. The interaction region
contains electric field plates to provide the oscillating electric
field E and electromagnet coils to Zeeman tune to degener-
acy a particular pair of opposite-parity states. The population
transfer signal S is read out by laser spectroscopy as molecules
fall out of the interaction region.

The primary advantage of the free-flight method compared
to the optical trapping scheme in Ref. [20] is the potential
to increase the interaction time τ . This is at the expense of
increasing the volume V explored by the molecules during the
interaction time. The optimal interaction time (and therefore
the measurement sensitivity) will be limited by the magnitude
of uncompensated electric and magnetic fields and field gradi-
ents over the interaction volume V . For a molecule ensemble
with typical velocity vt and initial spatial extent r, when
τ 
 r/vt, V is proportional to τ 2. In the case τ � r/vt, V is
proportional to τ 4. In contrast, for molecules in an optical trap
the field must only be homogeneous over a small interaction
volume of typically �1 mm3 regardless of the interaction
time. A typical molecule magneto-optical trap has radius r ∼
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2 mm [87,88]. The optical cycling transition of MgNC has a
wavelength of λ = 383 nm [82,83], corresponding to a re-
coil velocity vr = h/mλ = 2.0 cm/s and recoil temperature
Tr = mv2

r /2kB = 2.5 μK (m is the molecule mass and kB is
the Boltzmann constant). With an interaction time τ = 10 ms
and assuming modest sub-Doppler cooling to T = 10Tr , the
molecule cloud would expand ∼0.6 mm in each dimension
while dropping 0.5 mm (or rising 0.25 mm and returning in
the case of a fountain). In this case the interaction volume
could be limited to V � 20 mm3.

Assuming τ = 10 ms for a free-flight measurement, we
may estimate the sensitivity to NSD-PV effects. Consider-
ing magneto-optical trap populations typical for diatomic
molecules and assuming a good launch efficiency into the
interaction region, we expect N � 104 molecules per mea-
surement. Compared to the case of loading an optical dipole
trap, we expect more molecules in a free-flight measurement
as it avoids additional losses from inefficient trap transfers.
The repetition rate will likely be somewhat reduced due to
the longer measurement sequence to R � 1 s−1. The rate of
molecules measured RN is therefore likely to be comparable
between the two methods. For τ = 10 ms, we expect δW =
2π × 0.16 Hz/

√
Hz for a free-flight NSD-PV measurement,

or roughly a factor of 6 more sensitive than the optical dipole
trapping scheme.

Achieving interaction-time-limited sensitivity at τ = 10
ms would require a corresponding sixfold improvement in
the magnetic-field uniformity over the entire interaction vol-
ume; in this example, δB � 1/τμB � 70 μ G (with μB the
Bohr magneton). The low magnetic fields required for this
measurement may easily be reversed to aid in detecting field
gradients. B-field mimicking E × v effects from nonreversing
electric fields Enr are unlikely to be important; for example,
Enr = 1 mV/cm corresponds to a magnetic-field uncertainty
of �300 nG after gravitational acceleration for τ = 10 ms.

Finally, we may comment on the expected magnitude of
known systematic effects which mimic the NSD-PV asym-
metry signal. In recent measurements in a BaF beam, the
combination of the residual B-field gradient with Enr was
shown to mimic the NSD-PV asymmetry at the 10-mHz
level [18,19]. As the required B is reduced by a factor of
roughly 100–1000 compared to diatomic molecules, if we
assume that the gradients are proportional to the magnitude
of the field applied, this systematic uncertainty would appear
at the 10–100 μHz level for polyatomic molecules. Using
as a typical value C̃ ≡ 〈(n̂ × Seff ) · I/I〉 � 0.1 [17,20], this
systematic error is below the total theoretical uncertainty of
W = κWPVC̃ for 25Mg but will need to be reduced by roughly
an order of magnitude when measuring NSD-PV in the other
nuclei.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated for multiple nuclei and molecular
species the parameters necessary to interpret NSD-PV mea-
surements in light triatomic molecules: the nuclear parameters
κ with ∼30% uncertainty and the molecular parameters WPV

with 5%–10% uncertainty. The enhanced sensitivity to NSD-
PV effects in polyatomic molecules enables measurements in
these light species, where the confluence of our molecular

and nuclear calculations allows us to predict the expected SM
NSD-PV effect with an unprecedented high accuracy. This is
a marked improvement in theoretical uncertainty compared to
heavy atoms and molecules.

By using laser-cooled polyatomic molecules in a fountain-
like configuration, we have estimated that the matrix elements
of Eq. (6) could be measured with an experimental sensitivity
of roughly 2π × 0.16 Hz/

√
Hz. At this sensitivity, the WPV

values and SM values for κ calculated here suggest that a 10%
statistical uncertainty measurement could be achieved with an
averaging time of about 1 h for 25Mg or about 1 week for 9Be,
13C, and 14,15N. Should it turn out that the NSD-PV effect is
significantly larger than expected, it would potentially be a
signature of new physics, such as a Z ′ boson.
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APPENDIX: SIGNS AND NOTATION

Here we clarify some confusion in the sign of the V eAN

parameter (here called κax) in recent literature, using 133Cs as
an example. All sources presented here predict a positive con-
tribution for the V eAN term to κ(Cs), except for [17,20]. The
discrepancy appears to be due to is an incorrect substitution
in Refs. [17,20] of C2 → C2ν , instead of the C2 ≡ −C2ν used
elsewhere. The subtlety of this point is compounded by the
inconsistency in the literature on the symbol for this (C2, K2,
and κ2 have all been used) and a proliferation of minus signs.
Various examples of notations for κ , the definition of C2, and
the V eAN contribution to κ and its sign are listed below. Note
that for Cs, we have a valence proton, I = 7/2, �ν=4, K = 4.
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This work:

κ = κA + κax + κhfs, κax = C2
1/2 − K

I + 1
,

C2 = −C2P = −0.05, κax(Cs) > 0. (A1)

Flambaum and Khriplovich [7]:

κ = κa + κax + κhfs, κax = −K − 1/2

I + 1
K2,

K2 = −C2P = −0.05, κax(Cs) > 0. (A2)

Flambaum and Murray [28]:

κ = κa − κax + κhfs, κax = −K − 1/2

K
κ2,

κ2 = −C2P = −0.05, −κax(Cs) > 0. (A3)

Haxton and Wieman [89]:

κ = κanapole + κZ0 + κQW ,

κZ0 = −1.26(1 − 4 sin2 θW )
(−1)I−�−mt

2� + 1
,

mt = +1/2 (−1/2) for proton (neutron),

κZ0 (Cs) = +0.0140 > 0. (A4)

Gringes and Flambaum [25]:

ĥ = ĥNC + ĥI
NC + ĥI

Q, ĥI
NC = −κ2

K − 1/2

I + 1
,

κ2 = −C2, C2 = C2P = 0.05, ĥI
NC(Cs) > 0. (A5)

Gomez et al. [90]:

κ = κa − K − 1/2

K
κ2 + I + 1

K
κQW ,

κ2,p = −C2P = −0.05, −K − 1/2

K
κ2,p > 0. (A6)

DeMille et al. [17] and Norrgard et al. [20]:

κ ′ = κ ′
a + κ ′

2 + κ ′
Q, κ ′

2 = C2ν

1/2 − K

I + 1
,

C2P = +0.05, κ ′
2(Cs) < 0. (A7)

While neither Ref. [17] nor Ref. [20] lists κ ′
2(Cs) explicitly,

we can check the sign using Table I in Ref. [17] for 139La, as
it matches the case for 133Cs (valence proton, I = 7/2, �=4,
K = 4); they give κ ′

2 = −0.039.
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